Christmas TARDIS: Instructions
(Remember to ask a parent or guardian for permission when using scissors)

The cut-out
- Use scissors to cut around the TARDIS and beacon templates including the glue tabs, following the lines as closely as possible.

The fold
- Grab a ruler! Line up the straight edge of your ruler along each of the dotted lines. Fold edge over ruler to ensure a crisp crease. Make sure the glue tabs are folded towards the inside of the TARDIS.

The glue
- Using a glue stick, apply the glue to each tab.

Building your TARDIS
- Your paper will take the shape of a loosely formed cuboid.
- Press glue tabs to the adjacent face of the cuboid to adhere sides together.
- Allow the glue to dry.

Building the beacon
- Assemble the beacon in the same way as the TARDIS.
- Fold the tabs at the bottom of the beacon inwards and glue them to the TARDIS roof.
- Allow the glue to dry